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AIR AND SPACE LAW


ANIMAL LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:

Quinnipiac Law Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)
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For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:

New Mexico Law Review
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For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
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(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)
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For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:

New York University Journal of Law & Business

William & Mary Business Law Review


Mims, Michael C.  Don’t bake—litigate! A practitioner’s guide on how Walter White should have protected his interests in Gray Matter, and his litigation options for building an “empire business” through the courts, not the cartel.  45 N.M. L. Rev. 673-709 (2015).
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For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:  
CUNY Law Review  
Faulkner Law Review  
Washington University Law Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)
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For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:  
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Matzner-Heruti, Ifat.  All you need is leave? Rethinking the concept of paternity leave.  21 Cardozo J.L. & Gender 475-498 (2015).
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For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:  
Faulkner Law Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

CONSUMER PROTECTION LAW


COURTS

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:


Richmond, Catharine and Melissa Richmond. The future of sex offense courts: how expanding specialized sex offense courts can help reduce recidivism and improve victim reporting. 21 Cardozo J.L. & Gender 443-474 (2015).


CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:


Chok, Brian Man-ho. Let the responsible be responsible: judicial oversight and over-optimism in the Arrest Warrant case and the fall of the head of state immunity doctrine in international and domestic courts. 30 Am. U. Int’l L. Rev. 489-560 (2015).


(For contents see the *Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews* for this journal.)


(For contents see the *Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews* for this journal.)
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For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:

CUNY Law Review
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For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
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ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
American University International Law Review
Environmental Law Reporter News & Analysis

Christie, Donna R.  Lead, follow, or be left behind: the case for comprehensive ocean policy and planning for Florida. 44 Stetson L. Rev. 335-388 (2015).


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)
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FOOD AND DRUG LAW
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For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
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For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for: Columbia Human Rights Law Review


IMMIGRATION LAW
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INFORMATION PRIVACY


Goldnick, Layla. Note. Coddling the Internet: how the CDA exacerbates the proliferation of revenge porn and prevents a meaningful remedy for its victims. 21 Cardozo J.L. & Gender 583-629 (2015).
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
IIC: International Review of Intellectual Property and Competition Law


INTERNATIONAL LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
American University International Law Review
Denver Journal of International Law and Policy
Quinnipiac Law Review
San Diego International Law Journal
Washington International Law Journal


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
American University International Law Review
Quinnipiac Law Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

JUDGES


JURISDICTION


JURISPRUDENCE

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Journal of Legal Studies


VanDrunen, David. Natural rights in Noahic perspective. 6 Faulkner L. Rev. 103-134 (2014).


JUVENILES


LABOR LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
ABA Journal of Labor & Employment Law


Matzner-Heruti, Ifat. All you need is leave? Rethinking the concept of paternity leave. 21 Cardozo J.L. & Gender 475-498 (2015).


Sex Work and the Law: Felony, Fetish, or Free Market? Margaret Teich (Symposium Editor), moderator; Christine Guida, Kate Mogulescu, Svatij Shah, Ariel Wolf, panelists. 21 Cardozo J.L. & Gender 499-525 (2015).

**LAW AND SOCIETY**

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
CUNY Law Review
Journal of Law and Religion
Journal of Legal Studies


Harris, Michael R. The role of law, society, and ethics within wildlife importing countries. 33 Quinnipiac L. Rev. 515-536 (2015).


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

**LAW ENFORCEMENT**


**LEGAL ANALYSIS AND WRITING**

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Washington University Law Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

**LEGAL EDUCATION**

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Journal of Legal Education
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(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

LEGAL HISTORY

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Faulkner Law Review
Maine Law Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

LEGAL PROFESSION

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Hofstra Law Review
Journal of Appellate Practice and Process


Gathings, Aleah. MFY Legal Services, Inc.’s medical legal partnership with Bellevue Hospital Center: providing legal care to children with psychiatric disabilities. 18 CUNY L. Rev. 1-19 (2014).


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

LEGAL RESEARCH AND LIBRARIES

Annotated Legal Bibliography on Gender. 21 Cardozo J.L. & Gender 657-682 (2015).

LEGAL RESEARCH AND LIBRARIES

Annotated Legal Bibliography on Gender. 21 Cardozo J.L. & Gender 657-682 (2015).

LEGISLATION


MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE


MILITARY, WAR, AND PEACE


NATURAL RESOURCES LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:


Christie, Donna R.  Lead, follow, or be left behind: the case for comprehensive ocean policy and planning for Florida.  44 Stetson L. Rev. 335-388 (2015).


For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS


OIL, GAS, AND MINERAL LAW


POLITICS

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:


For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Journal of Appellate Practice and Process


Greco, John A. Appeals of local government decisions: constraints on judicial review before, during, and after the appeal. 44 Stetson L. Rev. 501-522 (2015).


PRESIDENT/EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT


Chok, Brian Man-ho. Let the responsible be responsible: judicial oversight and over-optimism in the Arrest Warrant case and the fall of the head of state immunity doctrine in international and domestic courts. 30 Am. U. Int’l L. Rev. 489-560 (2015).


PROFESSIONAL ETHICS


PROPERTY—PERSONAL AND REAL

Dillon, Hon. Mark C. Breaking the ice: how plaintiffs may establish premises liability in “black ice” cases where the dangerous condition is by definition not visible or apparent to property owners. 43 Hofstra L. Rev. 691-724 (2015).

MacLeod, Adam J. The possibility of private rights and duties. 6 Faulkner L. Rev. 65-85 (2014).


PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY


Gathings, Aleah. MFY Legal Services, Inc.’s medical legal partnership with Bellevue Hospital Center: providing legal care to children with psychiatric disabilities. 18 CUNY L. Rev. 1-19 (2014).


RACE AND ETHNICITY

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Washington University Law Review


Williams, Aleatra P. Lending discrimination, the foreclosure crisis and the perpetuation of racial and ethnic disparities in homeownership in the U.S. 6 Wm. & Mary Bus. L. Rev. 601-661 (2015).


(RELIGION)

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.


(REPRODUCTION)


**RETIREMENT SECURITY**


**SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY**


Pistone, Michele. Law school and technology: where we are and where we are heading. 64 J. Legal Educ. 586-604 (2015).


**SECOND AMENDMENT**


**SECURED TRANSACTIONS**

Oppenheim, Roy D. and Jacquelyn K. Trask-Rahn. The emperor’s new clothes: how the judicial system and the housing-mortgage market have turned a blind eye to the destruction of the negotiability of mortgage promissory notes. 6 Win. & Mary Bus. L. Rev. 557-599 (2015).

**SECURITIES LAW**


For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for: Hofstra Law Review


Richmond, Catharine and Melissa Richmond. The future of sex offense courts: how expanding specialized sex offense courts can help reduce recidivism and improve victim reporting. 21 Cardozo J.L. & Gender 443-474 (2015).


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)
SEX CRIMES

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for: Michigan Journal of Gender & Law


Goldnick, Layla. Note. Coddling the Internet: how the CDA exacerbates the proliferation of revenge porn and prevents a meaningful remedy for its victims. 21 Cardozo J.L. & Gender 583-629 (2015).


Richmond, Catharine and Melissa Richmond. The future of sex offense courts: how expanding specialized sex offense courts can help reduce recidivism and improve victim reporting. 21 Cardozo J.L. & Gender 443-474 (2015).

Sex Work and the Law: Felony, Fetish, or Free Market? Margaret Teich (Symposium Editor), moderator; Christine Guida, Kate Mogulescu, Svati Shah, Ariel Wolf; panelists. 21 Cardozo J.L. & Gender 499-525 (2015).

SOCIAL WELFARE


SPORTS


STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for: Stetson Law Review


SUSSEX COUNTY COURT OF THE UNITED STATES


Green, Michael Z. Unusual unanimity and the ongoing debate on the meaning of words: the labor and employment decisions from the Supreme Court’s 2013-14 term. 30 A.B.A. J. Lab. & Emp. L. 175-204 (2015).

TERRORISM


TORTS

Dillon, Hon. Mark C. Breaking the ice: how plaintiffs may establish premises liability in “black ice” cases where the dangerous condition is by definition not visible or apparent to property owners. 43 Hofstra L. Rev. 691-724 (2015).


Patel, Anisha. Student article. Goodbye economic loss rule, hello damages: did the Florida Supreme Court’s Tiara decision clear the path from contract to tort claims? 44 Stetson L. Rev. 523-548 (2015).
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